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Revolutionary RC Bearing Kits Unveiled: Taking Performance to New
Heights

Featuring cutting-edge technology and precision craftsmanship, the Boca Bearings RC Kits
offer numerous advantages over conventional bearings.

BOYNTON, Fla. (PRWEB) June 05, 2023 -- The Boca Bearings Company, a leading provider of high-
performance RC (Radio Controlled) products, is proud to announce the launch of its groundbreaking RC
Bearing Kits. These innovative kits are set to revolutionize the RC industry by enhancing the performance,
durability, and overall driving experience of RC vehicles.

RC enthusiasts know that bearings are an essential component in the smooth operation of RC cars, trucks, and
drones. With years of expertise and a relentless commitment to pushing boundaries, Boca Bearings has
engineered these bearing kits to deliver unparalleled performance on and off the track.

Featuring cutting-edge technology and precision craftsmanship, the RC Bearing Kits offer numerous
advantages over conventional bearings. By integrating advanced materials and design techniques, these kits
ensure minimal friction, reduced wear and tear, and increased efficiency, allowing RC vehicles to reach new
speeds and maneuver with enhanced agility.

Key Features of the RC Bearing Kits:
• High-Quality Materials: Each bearing is meticulously crafted from top-grade materials, including

stainless steel or ceramic balls, and raceways made of high-quality alloys. This ensures exceptional durability,
resistance to corrosion, and extended lifespan.

• Precision Engineering: The bearings are engineered with utmost precision, allowing for a tight fit and
seamless operation. This precision minimizes rotational resistance and maximizes power transfer, resulting in
improved acceleration and top speeds.

• Low-Friction Seals: The Boca Bearings RC Kits incorporate low-friction seals that offer optimal
protection against dirt, dust, and moisture while maintaining smooth rotation. This feature significantly reduces
maintenance requirements and ensures consistent performance.

• Wide Compatibility: Boca Bearings' RC Kits are available in various sizes to accommodate a wide
range of RC vehicles, including cars, trucks, buggies, and drones. This versatility makes them an ideal upgrade
for both hobbyists and professional racers.

Ideal for: Traxxas Drag Slash, Traxxas X-Maxx 8S, Team Associated B6.4D, Custom Works Outlaw 4, Team
GFRP Apollo, Team Associated DR10M, Team Losi 22S Drag, and much more.
Product links:

Traxxas Drag Slash: https://www.bocabearings.com/products/58-309-i0005694
Traxxas X-Maxx 8S: https://www.bocabearings.com/products/58-310-i0006016
Team Associated B6.4D: https://www.bocabearings.com/search?w=%2305-443
Team Associated DR10M: https://www.bocabearings.com/search?w=%2305-442
Custom Works Outlaw 4: https://www.bocabearings.com/products/15b-030-i0005996
Team GFRP Apollo: https://www.bocabearings.com/search?w=%2322-027
Team Losi 22S Drag: https://www.bocabearings.com/products/57-351-i0006012
For the month of June enjoy 15% off with code: RCKIT23
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Taylor Baney, Boca Bearings recreational coordinator remarked: "We carry the largest off-the-shelf supply of
bearings, therefore, if you order today it ships today. During the month of June, we're offering 15% off on all
RC Kits."

To learn more about how The Boca Bearings Company can be your hobby partner please call 1-800-332-3256

Contact email: bbteam@bocabearings.com
Webpage: http://www.bocabearings.com
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Contact Information
JR
Boca Bearings
http://https://www.bocabearings.com/
1 1-800-332-3256

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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